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NIFTY (Weekly)

The week that went by:
Journey of the Market continued towards the south as D-street started the week on a negative note. Once again
steeper correction in morning trade was observed; any sort of pullback resulted in sell-off and Index continued to
compound its losses. On the 2nd day of the week, post the vertical fall; Index managed to hold the level of 9820 and
trimmed its losses with the short covering across the board. Despite a gap-up opening of 50 points on Wednesday,
Nifty failed to stabilize its gains and slipped below the 9820 level which was acted as a short term bottom. Selling
pressure intensified on the news of surgical strike by Indian Army on Myanmar boarder. Nifty had breached the
important level of 9750 levels. On the 4th day with expiry, Index slipped below important level of 9700 but managed to
recover from lower levels and Nifty ended the day at a higher levels due to short covering in overall market especially
in banking stocks. Continuing positive momentum, Index opened higher with the 40-45 points and continued to march
higher but profit booking in last hour was seen and Index viped off almost all gains. Broader Market outperformed
Major Indices.
Nifty 50=9788.60

BSE Sensex30=31283.72

Nifty Midcap 100=18107.95

Nifty Smallcap100=7584.50

MARKET OUTLOOK
Nifty50 Index has breached the higher top higher bottom formation which signals the possibility of the change of trend.
Index took the support of 9700 levels. As long as Index managed to remain above the mention level bullishness likely
to remain intact and violation of the same will result in change of short term trend. Market is likely to remain volatile.
Nifty has immediate resistance of 9930 followed by 10000. On the downside 9730 and 9600 will hold as an immediate
support. Bank Nifty has resistance of 24340 followed by 24520 whereas support is placed around 23610 & 23480.
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SECTORAL GAINERS / LOSERS
GAINER

Underperformer turned out to be outperformer as Nifty Metal sector ended the week with the gain of 1.64% whereas
Nifty50 index corrected over (1.79%) and outperformed the same. Major gainer from the sector was Coal India with
6.20% gain followed by Hindalco 4.00% and Vedanta 2.00%. After a correction in preceding week, Metal Index took
the support of previous resistance and continued to outperform.

LOSER

Nifty PSU Bank sector continued its underperformance with the correction over (3.50%) and underperformed the
Nifty50 Index. Heavyweights of the sector i.e. SBI and Bank of Baroda corrected by (3.00%) each. Other components of the sector like Oriental Bank of Commerce, PNB, Canara bank ended the week with the big cuts of (7.67%),
(6.70%) and (5.84%) respectively.
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CMP: 270

Coal India Limited

Target Price: Rs282 -Rs292

NAPSHOT

Overview: Coal India Limited (CIL) as an organized state owned coal mining

corporate. With a modest production of 79 Million Tonnes (Mt) at the year of its
inception CIL today is the single largest coal producer in the world. Operating
through 82 mining areas CIL is an apex body with 7 wholly owned coal
producing subsidiaries and 1 mine planning and consultancy company spread over
8 provincial states of India

Market Cap (Cr )

1,67,972

52 week H / L (Rs)

337.30/234.00

BSE Code

533278

NSE Code

COALINDIA

Investment Rationale:
Coal India Limited representing a traditional bullish pattern i.e Inverted Head and Shoulder. Stock was in downtrend
until the breakout of the bullish head and shoulder pattern. RSI oscillator is also placed above 50 which signals the
further upside is on the card. MACD is already in Buy mode signal confirming the current move. ADX placed at 25 level
which indicates the start of the new trend. +DMI is on the verge of positive crossover to –DMI.
Buy Coal India Limited at current market price of Rs270 or decline up to Rs263 with a closing stop loss of Rs250 for a
target of Rs282-Rs292 with a perspective of 2-3 months.

DERIVATIVES CORNER

Top OI Gainers with increase in Price
Long Accumulation
Stocks
OI (in mn)
OI Change (%) Price Change (%)
IBREALEST
46.31
19.85
6.27
GAIL
12.27
16.66
4.89
JPASSOCIAT
182.64
12.15
8.36
ESCORTS
8.64
9.08
3.58
DHFL
25.29
6.49
2.51

Top OI Closures with increase in Price
Short Covering
Stocks
OI (in mn)
OI Change (%) Price Change (%)
INDIGO
22.08
(7.72)
1.28
PIDILITE
10.43
(3.52)
1.80
MRPL
57.96
(3.23)
3.13
BERGEPAINT
18.89
(3.05)
1.34
MUTHOOTFIN
21.46
(2.65)
2.80

Top OI Gainers with decrease in Price
Short Accumulation
Stocks
OI (in mn)
OI Change (%) Price Change (%)
CANARA BANK
11.55
19.07
(2.58)
DISH TV
16.45
14.29
(1.83)
RCOM
119.21
8.90
(4.46)
TCS
6.31
8.36
(1.75)
UBL
16.69
7.81
(3.44)

Top OI Closures with decrease in Price
Long Unwinding
Stocks
OI (in mn)
OI Change (%) Price Change (%)
COLPAL
14.42
(3.51)
(1.02)
SREINFRA
88.40
(1.67)
(0.24)
NIITTECH
0.70
(1.06)
(0.97)
SRF
0.59
(0.67)
(0.09)
KPIT
10.40
(0.57)
(0.37)
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PSBPL is SEBI registered under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014 (SEBI Registration no– INH000000859). PSBPL hereby declares that it has not defaulted with any stock exchange nor its activities were suspended by any
stock exchange with whom it is registered in last five years. PSBPL has not been debarred from doing business by any Stock Exchange / SEBI or any other authorities; nor has its certificate of registration been cancelled by SEBI at any
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PSBPL offers research services to clients as well as prospects. The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies and its
or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.

Other disclosures by Progressive Share Brokers Pvt. Ltd. (Research Entity) and its Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014 with reference to
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Research Analyst or his/her relatives have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of Research Report: (YES/NO)- NO
PSBPL or its associates may have received any compensation including for brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months. PSBPL or its associates may have received compensation for products or services other
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PSBPL and/or its affiliates may seek investment banking or other business from the company or companies that are the subject of this material. Our sales people, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market
commentary or trading strategies to our clients that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed herein, and our proprietary trading and investing businesses may make investment decisions that may be inconsistent
with the recommendations expressed herein. In reviewing these materials, you should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest including but not limited to
those stated herein. Additionally, other important information regarding our relationships with the company or companies that are the subject of this material is provided herein. This report is not directed to, or intended for
distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation
or which would subject PSBPL or its group companies to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. If this document is sent or has reached any individual in such country, especially, USA, the same may be
ignored. Unless otherwise stated, this message should not be construed as official confirmation of any transaction. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or
distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of PSBPL. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or registered trademarks of PSBPL or its Group Companies. The
information contained herein is not intended for publication or distribution or circulation in any manner whatsoever and any unauthorized reading, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited unless
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